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Dear friends and supporters,

In this report we highlight the processes and the actions of our MISSION namely to facilitate all sectors in our 
society to cooperate strategically to transform our society for a better future. Each sector has to contribute its own 
expertise and resources. Some of our activities from previous years had to stand over due to a lack of volunteers and 
sufficient funding especially for further action to set up structure for Transformation in the Agricultural sector. 
Our plea for support remains pertinent.

Every action we took and every partnership we shared was tested by the context of our VISION namely a society 
which has become free from the bondage and dictatorship of Systemic Poverty.  Our attitude to life and towards 
other people as well as our culture and the systems we run, perpetuate Systemic poverty and is the reason why the 
bondage of Systemic Poverty persist. Many of our systems and practices are entrenched by our South African cus-
toms and legislation and needs to be challenged and changed.

*(Please see our NOTES and our INDEX at the foot of this mail.)

1.

DAY WITHOUT SHOES – A day to Care and share

be READY TO CARE AND SHARE ON Day Without Shoes on 7th of March 2014

DAY WITHOUT SHOES provides an ideal vehicle for Community Transformation. DAY WITHOUT SHOES pro-
vides an opportunity for the poorest of the poor to contribute even a pair of old shoes to someone else with a 
bigger need. DAY WITHOUT SHOES teaches our community the principles of caring, giving and supernatural 
multiplication through sowing and reaping principles. Since 2011 we distributed about 24,000 pairs of shoes.

Community Transformation is a single minded mission to mobilize all the sectors of society. Our intention is to mo-
bilize members of the community to cooperate strategically in a united and demonstrative fashion against atrocities 
in our communities. Through “Day without Shoes” we were able to generate wide cooperation from local Govern-
ment, Police Training Academy, local Police force, local Business, the wider Church community and Education. 

Due to the enormous need for School Shoes we made a call on the Business community to donate new school shoes. We 
received good response and we plan to grow this project. Because the majority of schools in our community struggle with 
financial challenges we designed a DAY WITHOUT SHOES-STAMP PROJECT through which schools can generate 
funding for the school. Involvement in schools provides us with a strategic advantage for community Transformation. In 
a certain sense Education connects all the sectors of our society.

2.

Transformation Golfing Day at Bosch-en-meer – Business as Usual

Golfing day 2014 is planned before Easter on 11th April 2014, just after the March school holidays.

20% DISCOUNT is offered to teams who book and pay before 1st of February 2014.    



We were honored to have had two Gimnasium High School teams at our 2013 event. Learners like HP van der 
Merwe, a National Golfer, participated. We hope to create glamour for our Transformation Golfing Day.  Apart 
from the local Business community teams we also had a woman team from Wellington and a Youth develop-
ment team, from the Golfing Development Board, who participated. We generated a profit which helped us 
cover cost incurred with the “Day of Shoes”. We do however trust that in due time we will employ facilitators who 
can really streamline our Golfing day to generate meaningful income and serve as an image builder for the Trans-
formation Movement in Drakenstein. The affluent sector of our community must also be drawn into the Move-
ment for their know-how and expertise as well as their financial support. In our view a holistic society needs the 
contribution of every member in our community as a matter of duty, of calling and of purpose. None of us can 
escape or avoid the reality of the interplay between every part of our society. Our future depends on the way we are 
willing to participate and contribute towards transformation in our City and our Nation.

3.

TRAINING FULLTIME TRANSFORMATION FACILITATORS – Started already in October 2012. 

You are invited to REGISTER FOR TRAINING IN THE IMPLIMENTATION OF COMMUNITY TRANS-
FORMATION– Commencing February 2014

We issued our first Certificates for training in Basic Community Transformation Principles during 2012 – The 
training program made huge strides since then and is now implemented by means of in-house Training for the 
staff of institutions who wish their companies to become involved with implementation of community Trans-
formation. From February 2014 Transformation training will be presented on an ongoing basis. Fifteen (15) 
modules will be presented at the Upper Room of the Monte Christo Coffee Shop as well as in Paarl East at Tiffany 
Centre and House of Prayer. Written acknowledgement will be provided after each module  and participants will 
receive a certificate of completion as soon as all the modules of the course are completed and community assign-
ments executed to the satisfaction of the course manager.

All our Administrative leaders receive regular compulsory Transformation Training by means of the Interna-
tional Transformation Mentorship program under mentorship of Gabriel(Gawie) Hugo. Gabriel and Paula in turn 
also receive regular training through the Transformation University webinar training and are mentored by Werner 
Swart the recently appointed Transformation Facilitator for Argentina.

Both Paula and Gabriel also attend regular local Training through various Institutions on any possible practice that 
can enhance and promote Transformation and support Transformation activities in the Drakenstein City District. 
Gabriel has been attending the mediation training through the (CCR) Centre for Conflict Resolution in Cape 
Town and Gabriel is part of the Mediators Network in the western Province. Paula is studying the NBI Church 
Leadership course for Lay Pastors. 

4.

VOLUNTARY RESTRUCTURING BY INSTITUTIONS –  
A COMMITMENT TO BE ACTIVE IN CITY TRANSFORMATION

During the last three months a Leading Community organization by the name of Monte Christo Miqlat Ministries 
(MCM) acquired our services to supply ongoing consultation and In-house training on restructuring from a 
Charity organization to a Transformational organization. This was a direct result of decisions by their directors 
during 2012. 

Charity institutions are starting to realize that charity alone does not transform communities. Charity nor-
mally focuses on the emergency measure to bring comfort to broken communities and creates dependancy. To curb 
and prevent community retardation, pro-active measures are a critical necessity. It is the only way to bring sus-
tainable change. When the principles and practices of community transformation are applied, sustainable 
community Transformation can be put into place. This requires broad based cooperation with other role players 
in every sector of our society. Due to excellent and reliable community service MCM (Monte Christo Miqlat Min-
istries) has won the trust of the Provincial and local Government and of many other Charity organizations and 
Churches and is thus in an ideal position to grow into a Transformational Model which can be copied as an exam-
ple by other institutions.



5.

“MIND CHANGE”-CHURCHES FOR TRANSFORMATIONAL CHURCH MODELS

Three small/medium Church groups also committed to become Transformational churches. They are realizing 
that the calling of the Church is not to canvass members for the Church but to facilitate community Transfor-
mation in the geographical areas where they wish to function. They are starting to realize that Christianity is 
not meant to be an exclusive grouping of believers, but is meant to be activists for real change for the bene-
fit of whole communities. 

After the initial steps to access what contributions could be available from other possible Transformation Partners 
and the type of recourses they possess it came by great surprise that the local Government already conducted sur-
veys and allocated funding towards housing and upgrading of the one of the communities in question. Although 
the funding was already made available, it was not utilized and is now ready to be spent. This cannot be coinci-
dence and no Church could wish for a better incentive to start fulfilling their transformational calling in the com-
munity. The first areas in Paarl to be infiltrated with Community Transformation principles will possibly be: 
Chester Williams Squatter Camp, Lovers Lane, Klein Nederburgh, Chicago and Silvertown.

It is an intricate part of transformation strategy to work together and alongside any other person or group 
already deploying in the geographical area. Consequently Transformational Churches have a deep desire to 
work along with others on the only one condition that all of them share the vision for holistic Community 
Transformation.

6.

A POWERFUL MOVE TOWARDS COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP

Church Pastors play a very influential role in local communities due to the fact that up to 80% of Drakenstein 
community are confessing Christians. Pastors can still sway the mind of a meaningful number of Drakenstein 
community members in any chosen direction. 

Due to huge differences between the dogmas of Church leaders, Fraternals tend to be formal and often only a 
window dressing for unity and cooperation. However, In contrast to this, an informal relation based group of 
pastors were formed since early 2013. This movement emerged when a few pastors decided to have a weekly 
breakfast together. This meeting has grown to a group of more than twelve influential community pastors. 

During May 2013 they conducted a combined rally which drew about 1800 attendees every night for eleven 
nights. These pastors openly confess that they used to distrust one another but, that through this relationship, they 
learnt to trust one another and became willing to cooperate. This was music to the ears of our Transformation 
facilitators. Pastor Jerome September was involved right from the beginning. Gabriel deliberately became in-
volved in this relationship since its conception and cheered it on as it grew its numbers. It action requires com-
mitment, as do all relationships, and time spent in sharing, serving and planning together for events and 
projects. Further also see FACEBOOK: Paarl Churches United.

7.

BROADCASTING TRANSFORMATION THROUGH LOCAL RADIO

OUR SLOGAN IS: “TRANSFORMATION FROM THE HEART TO THE NATION”

We have been Broadcasting on the local Community Radio station Radio KC 107,7 fm since 22nd June 2010.The 
Radio Station is by Government legislation licensed to promote  Community Development. Transformation received 
permission to broadcast regularly for more than three years in spite of our inability to pay for the service. We were 
allowed to broadcast community Transformation principles and Community Activism in a Christian context without 
any interference in spite of changes in Directorship and Management over the last three years. The new management 
favored us with an ideal timeslot to broadcast on Thursday mornings for an hour at 10am. The local radio is in high 
demand in our community and plays a key role in educating the community. We view local Radio as a strategic 
tool to establish awareness and eventually mobilize comprehensive community action for transformational issues in 



our city. According to local statistics more than 80,000 people in our community are regular radio listeners. Local 
Radio is an ideal means of communication to those who cannot afford sophisticated means of media communi-
cation. Transformation principles must be established among all groupings and in all sectors of our local society. We 
are fortunate that the local Radio Station manager understands Community Transformation at heart and he is keen 
to utilize the potential of Radio KC for Community transformation. He is keen to involve us in the wider quest for 
Community Development.

8.

Transformation Facilitator Invited for Training by different groups

During the last few months Gabriel (Gawie) Hugo and Pastor Jerome September were invited to teach and train 
Strategic principles to establish City Wide Community Transformation at Bethel AFM, Harvester Church, House 
Of Prayer, Drakenstein Dutch Reformed Church (outreach Prayer group) and the Municipality Youth Skills Train-
ing (on Youth day). Furthermore Gabriel conducted In-house Training with all the staff of Monte Christo Miqlat 
Ministries. 

 We also had the opportunity to share Transformation principles with Christian NGO Practitioners in the VAL-
CARE Network. They were so inspired by what Gabriel shared that they invited the Transformation Facilitators to 
do Transformation training with Christian NGOs early in 2014. It was encouraging to experience that believers 
are ripe to receive this relevant training on practical and powerful lifestyle for community Change. The battle 
for community Transformation is practical and can and should start in our personal close environment while we 
simultaneously pursue the vision to establish Transformation in the Nation. Application of these principles break 
the bondage of Systemic Poverty and release supernatural authority in the lives of ordinary people.

9.

A touch of something new in the atmosphere of Drakenstein/Paarl

Strategic Prayer Intercession must be combined with Adopt-Prayer-Evangelism in order to turn the prevailing 
Spiritual atmosphere over the City to a favorable atmosphere for City Transformation. Partnering among Chris-
tian groups both local and National is of utmost importance. We involved the Transformation Movement 
through the Person of Pastor Jerome September to work along strategically with other prayer initiatives in our 
community and combine our once a quarter nights of Prayer with the National and International strategy of Jeri-
cho Walls And Global Prayer watch in the theme of 7-DAYS ON THE WALL. It can be noted that of the just 
over eighty (80) of the 24/7 prayer groups, in the whole of Western Cape, thirty four (34) were located in our 
valley. We anticipate that a major breakthrough is at hand. It is now crucial that this momentum be maintained 
to effect meaningful change. It was overwhelming to experience between four and five (400-500) intercessors pray-
ing together. On the last night of the 7-DAYS ON THE WALL the Mayor and Deputy Mayor of Drakenstein 
lay their hands on the City map in an act of commitment to cooperate to transform the City of Drakenstein. 
We can also report that Pastor Jerome September of the Transformation Team was appointed as chairman of 
the local 24/7 Prayer vision and the 7-Days on the wall initiative. This will keep the mouth of the Transfor-
mation Movement close to the heart of our community.

10

ADOPT-PROGRAM- Making Meaningful Impact and advancing  
Transformation Principles for Mass application. 

A very efficient group of ladies have volunteered to help Paula manage a City wide Adopt-A-Street network. A 
Map of Paarl is already registered on the International Transformation website. Structure is being put in place to 
have an ADOPT representative for City Transformation in each street in Paarl (2234 streets) under supervision of 
an Adopt Mentor in each of the 33 local government wards in Drakenstein. Crime records will be monitored with 
the local Police in order to evaluate how crime rates dwindle as the Adopt Transformation principles are put 
into practice in Drakenstein. The Bless-Your-Neighbour Program also known as the “Luke 10 Good News Mod-
el” is being implemented successfully all over the world and video documentaries are available to high-light the 
results globally.  Two hundred streets in Drakenstein have already been adopted. Deliberate action will be im-



plemented to train every representative in every street with expertise to apply ADOPT-A-STREET efficiently in 
each home, each street, each workplace, every church and in each sport venue in the City. This will start early in 
2014. Anybody who is interested may contact Paula Hugo 27(0)82 452 249 55 or by means of e-mail at 
Pray4Drakenstein@gmail.com.

11.

Schools in Drakenstein- East to West and North to South

After Mrs. Hollenbach, a Tutor at Paulus Joubert Secondary School, attended one Adopt meeting she became so inspired 
that she immediately started advocating the Blessing Principles to learners at the school. A very high percentage of 
young people are addicted to drugs due to poverty in the community. To her surprise nearly twenty learners 
approached her and also made a commitment to stop using drugs. Paula and Gabriel (Gawie) were subsequently 
invited to do training on the Blessing Model with about thirty UCSA Learners and a number of Tutors. Since then Ga-
briel (Gawie) also addressed the Monday morning school opening of more than 1300 learners. His message was about The 
“Garbage in and Garbage Out” principle. To illustrate the point he asked for a large rubbish container to be put on the 
Stage. He asked the learners to reflect on what parents and others had spoken into their lives and the thoughts they had 
put into their own minds. Gabriel (Gawie) challenged learners to allow positive thoughts and words into their lives as 
well as of their parents and friends. They were also challenged to evaluate the results after the school summer holiday.

Through children we are all connected in some way or another therefore the Education sector can be of utmost strategic 
importance in Community Transformation. Because we deal with the future of children we deal with the future of our 
community. We also gain access into every household which gives us the opportunity to establish the transfor-
mation principles which can eradicate systemic poverty right into the heart of our community. The key outcome 
for our future is Community Transformation where the power of systemic poverty over the lives of people is eliminated. 

We were invited to start training Transformation principles and processes in Paulus Joubert Secondary School early in 
2014. We are eager to join forces with other Ministry groups who are already working in the school or planning to become 
involved in the near future. The process has just started and we believe that God is sending coworkers. We have 
a dream that Transformation principles will be applied in all the 66 school in Drakenstein and also in the 
wider community of Drakenstein.  We advocate Transformation principles that are surprising people worldwide. Even 
though we have just started the momentum is just amazing. The Story of Paulus Joubert Secondary School convinces us 
that God wants to work in miraculous ways in Schools. The future generation is ready to take up their great calling for 
Nation Transformation. Furthermore we were also approached to assist with the Transformation principles and processes 
in one of the Paarl West schools. Anybody is welcome to contact us in this regard.

12.

TRANSFORMATION IMPLIMENTATION TEAM

The main focus of the local Transformation team (some of the members were not present when the photo was 
taken) is to facilitate Strategic alliances and to establish strategic cooperation in order to transform whole 
Communities. This requires engaging with all potential role players who have a passion for Community Transfor-
mation and wish to contribute towards elimination of systemic poverty in our City and Nation. The Transforma-
tion team is willing to cooperate with other role player who are working on ways and means to eradicate sys-
temic poverty and establish a dignified livelihood for all Drakenstein citizens. Our Vision is to facilitate a 
sustainable and better future for all communities in South Africa.

We are also taking pro-active actions to utilize all possible public media in order to communicate the Com-
munity Transformation message as wide as possible. Peter Swart, one of our team members, is in the process 
of setting up an interactive Website. More details will soon be available. In the meanwhile please access our 
International Transformation Website by the name of www.transformourworld.org. Our active Facebook is 
under the name of “Total Change Drakenstein Transformation.



13.

MEET THE TRANSFORMATION FACILITATION COUPLE  
FOR DRAKENSTEIN. PAARL, SOUTH AFRICA.

Both Paula and Gabriel are members of the International Harvest Evangelism team, the International Transforma-
tion Movement and The Franschhoek Valley Transformation Charter. Gabriel is also a member of the Paarl Min-
isters Fraternal and serves on the executive as fulltime Revival and City Transformation facilitator. 

Gabriel and Paula have been involved with City and Nation Transformation on a regular basis since 2007 
and fulltime since 2009. Gabriel has extensive experience in the Residential property market and has dealt with 
Property in Business and Agricultural sectors as a Principal in a property business. Paula has experience as senior 
manager in the Banking trade. Their Business experience is of great value in helping them understand market-
place related issues and challenges. City and Nation transformation depend on wide scale strategic cooperation 
between all sectors of society. Both Gabriel and Paula are required to be flexible and to accommodate the diverse 
challenges of Transformation against the background of Systemic poverty. Gabriel and Paula face the normal chal-
lenges and joys most families have in dealing with the local South African context. Furthermore they operate in 
the same confines and freedoms which full time missionaries experience in the context of Missionary work. 
Between them they have six children and three grand children. They also have two foster children, ages 4 and 
5, under their 24/7 care.

Gabriel and Paula are supported financially by a number of people from the Drakenstein Business Commu-
nity as well as a DRC (Dutch Reformed Church) congregation in Paarl. Gabriel is posed with a permanent 
challenge to canvass funding for personal support as well as for the activities of the Transformation Movement 
in Paarl against the background of a breakdown in Global funding and South African price increases. It has 
to be emphasized that the Transformation Movement is not a Charity organization with easy access to enter-
prise development for personal revenue. This means that Gabriel and Paula have to depend on the goodwill of 
Donors who share the passion and have faith for Community Transformation.

CONTACT DETAILS: Gabriel Phone 27(0)723413946;  
E-mail sa.transformation@gmail.com; Facebook: Gawie Hugo

NOTES: WE have some lovely single photos on each of the above items. We are also compiling a larger set of 
photos on our activities. You may request any of the above. THE SINGLE PHOTOS ON EACH PROJECT IS 
AVAILABLE ON E-MAIL 3MB
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